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Abstract. The HAWC Collaboration has recently reported the detection of bright and spa-
tially extended multi-TeV gamma-ray emission from Geminga, Monogem, and a handful of
other nearby, middle-aged pulsars. The angular profile of the emission observed from these
pulsars is surprising, in that it implies that cosmic-ray di↵usion is significantly inhibited
within ⇠25 pc of these objects, compared to the expectations of standard Galactic di↵usion
models. This raises the important question of whether the di↵usion coe�cient in the local
interstellar medium is also low, or whether it is instead better fit by the mean Galactic value.
Here, we utilize recent observations of the cosmic-ray electron spectrum (extending up to
⇠20 TeV) by the H.E.S.S. Collaboration to show that the local di↵usion coe�cient cannot
be as low as it is in the regions surrounding Geminga and Monogem. Instead, we conclude
that cosmic rays e�ciently di↵use through the bulk of the local interstellar medium. Among
other implications, this further supports the conclusion that pulsars significantly contribute
to the observed positron excess, and provides strong evidence for spatially varying di↵usion
coe�cients throughout the Milky Way.
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1 Introduction

Measurements of the cosmic-ray positron fraction by the PAMELA [1] and AMS-02 [2] exper-
iments (as well as by HEAT [3], AMS-01 [4] and Fermi [5]) have identified an excess relative
to the standard predictions for secondary production in the interstellar medium (ISM). This
indicates that significant quantities of ⇠0.01-1 TeV positrons must be produced as primary
cosmic rays. Because high-energy positrons e�ciently cool through a combination of syn-
chrotron and inverse-Compton processes, at least some of these positrons must be produced
relatively nearby. Proposals for the origin of these particles include nearby pulsars [6–12],
annihilating dark matter [12–25], and the acceleration of secondary positrons in nearby su-
pernova remnants [26–32].

Earlier this year, the scientific collaboration operating the High-AltitudeWater Cherenkov
(HAWC) Observatory released their first measurements of the very-high energy gamma-ray
emission from the nearby pulsars Geminga and Monogem [33] (see also Refs. [34–36]). Even
more recently, HAWC has reported that the emission from these sources follows a di↵u-
sive profile extending out to at least ⇠5� in radius (corresponding to a physical extent of
⇠25 pc) [37]. The spatially extended nature of this emission indicates that it is generated
through the inverse Compton scattering of very high-energy (VHE) electrons1 with the cos-
mic microwave background and other radiation fields. Among other reasons, this result is
important because it suggests that HAWC will likely be able to detect the “TeV Halos”
around many pulsars, including those whose radio and GeV emission are not beamed in our
direction [38]. Furthermore, the collective emission from the TeV Halos associated with the
Milky Way’s pulsar population is likely to generate much of the VHE gamma-ray emission
observed from the Galactic Center [39], as well as the di↵use TeV excess previously reported
by Milagro [40].

Interestingly, the fluxes of VHE gamma-rays observed from Geminga and Monogem
indicate that these sources inject a flux of positrons into the local ISM that is approximately
equal to that required to account for the observed positron excess. Using the results from
the HAWC Collaboration’s 2HWC catalog [33], we argued previously that this information
strongly favors the conclusion that the positron excess is generated by nearby pulsars, di-
minishing the motivation for annihilating dark matter or other exotic mechanisms [41].

A very di↵erent interpretation of this data has recently been put forth by the HAWC
Collaboration [37]. The angular profile of the VHE emission observed from Geminga and
Monogem indicates that di↵usion constant is very low in the regions surrounding these
sources, representing the first empirical determination of a di↵usion coe�cient in a ⇠10-
50 pc region within the local Galaxy. More quantitatively, they find that their data favors a
di↵usion coe�cient (see Eq. 2.1) for the region surrounding Geminga that is 560+260

�170 times
smaller than the value inferred from measurements of the boron-to-carbon ratio and other
cosmic-ray secondary-to-primary ratios (which we take to be the GALPROP default value,
D ⇡ 3.86 ⇥ 1028 (Ee/GeV)0.33 cm2/s [42]). Similarly, they find that the region surrounding
Monogem requires a di↵usion coe�cient that is smaller than the standard value by a fac-
tor of 120+180

�90 . The authors of Ref. [37] assert that these reduced values for the di↵usion
coe�cient are likely to be indicative of the di↵usion coe�cient throughout the bulk of the
ISM, or at least within a sizable region surrounding the solar position. If true, the flux of
cosmic-ray positrons that reaches the Solar System from these and other pulsars would be

1
Throughout this paper, unless otherwise stated, we refer to both electrons and positrons as simply “elec-

trons”.
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highly suppressed, suggesting that another – and perhaps more exotic – explanation would
be required in order to explain the observed positron excess.

In this paper, we revisit this question and argue that the interpretation put forth in
Ref. [37] is incompatible with other cosmic-ray measurements, and in particular with the
spectrum of cosmic-ray electrons reported by several experiments, including HESS [43–46],
MAGIC [47], AMS-02 [48], VERITAS [49], and Fermi [50]. Of particular interest for the
question at hand are the most recent measurements of the cosmic-ray electron spectrum from
the HESS Collaboration [46], which extend up to energies as high as ⇠20 TeV [46].2 Because
VHE cosmic-ray electrons cool extremely rapidly, they provide critical information regarding
the di↵usion coe�cient in the local ISM. In particular, at 20 TeV, cosmic-ray electrons cool
on a timescale of ⇠104 years. If we adopt a standard value for the di↵usion coe�cient that
is compatible with measurements of the boron-to-carbon and other secondary-to-primary
ratios, we estimate that electrons will typically di↵use a distance of ⇠

p
Dt ⇠ 200 pc within

this time. However, for the significantly smaller di↵usion coe�cient advocated in Ref. [37],
the horizon for such VHE electrons is reduced to only ⇠10–20 pc. As there are no plausible
sources of VHE cosmic rays within this radius, we are forced to conclude that di↵usion must
be reasonably e�cient throughout the majority of the local ISM, and that the conditions
found in the regions surrounding Geminga and Monogem cannot be representative of the
overall local Galactic environment.

2 The Cosmic-Ray Electron Spectrum

The di↵usion and energy losses of cosmic-ray electrons can be described by the standard
transport equation:
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where dne/dEe is the di↵erential number density of electrons, D is the di↵usion coe�cient,
and the source term, Q, describes the spectrum, distribution, and time profile of electrons
injected into the ISM. Energy losses from inverse Compton and synchrotron processes are
given by [51]:
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where �T is the Thomson cross section and the sum is carried out over the various compo-
nents of the radiation backgrounds, consisting of the cosmic microwave background (CMB),
infrared emission (IR), starlight (star), and ultraviolet emission (UV). Throughout our anal-
ysis, we adopt the following parameters: ⇢CMB = 0.260 eV/cm3, ⇢IR = 0.60 eV/cm3,
⇢star = 0.60 eV/cm3, ⇢UV = 0.10 eV/cm3, ⇢mag = 0.224 eV/cm3 (corresponding toB = 3µG),
and TCMB = 2.7 K, TIR = 20 K, Tstar = 5000 K and TUV =20,000 K. At very high energies

2
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Figure 1. The secondary contribution to the cosmic-ray electron (plus positron) spectrum, as calcu-
lated using GALPROP, and adopting the default values for all propagation parameters. Comparing
this to the spectrum as reported by the HESS Collaboration, it is clear that secondary production
provides only a small fraction of this flux. At the highest measured energies, this result is largely
independent of the value of the di↵usion coe�cient.

(Ee >⇠ m2
e/2T ), inverse Compton scattering is suppressed by the following Klein-Nishina

factor [52]:
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2T 2
i
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2
e)
. (2.3)

The source term in Eq. 2.1 includes contributions from individual sources of cosmic-ray
electrons (pulsars, supernova remnants, etc.), as well as from the production of secondary
particles. Secondary electrons and positrons are generated in the decays of pions and kaons
that are produced in the collisions of hadronic cosmic rays with gas. The flux of cosmic-ray
secondaries can be calculated from Eq. 2.1 by setting Q =

R
Jpngas(d�/dE)dEp, where Jp

is the flux of hadronic cosmic rays, ngas the gas density, and d�/dE is the di↵erential cross
section for the production of electrons and positrons [53].

At the highest measured energies, cosmic-ray electrons cool on a timescale of ⇠3 ⇥
104 years ⇥ (10TeV/Ee), during which they di↵use a distance of only ⇠

p
Dt ⇠ 300 pc (for

the di↵usion coe�cient inferred from measurements of the boron-to-carbon and other cosmic-
ray secondary-to-primary ratios, D ⇡ 3.86⇥1028 (Ee/GeV)0.33 cm2/s). In light of this, only a
small volume contributes to the local VHE electron spectrum. Over this volume, the densities
of both hadronic cosmic rays and gas are reasonably well known, allowing us to fairly reliably
calculate the flux of VHE secondaries. Reducing the value of the di↵usion coe�cient will
not substantially impact the local flux of VHE secondaries, because the cosmic-ray proton
density is roughly homogeneous within this region.

In Fig. 1 we plot the spectrum of secondary electrons as predicted using the publicly
available code GALPROP [42]. Here we have adopted the default parameter values, including
a di↵usion coe�cient of D = 3.86 ⇥ 1028 (Ee/GeV)0.33 cm2/s. From this figure, it is clear
that flux of secondaries is quite small, making up only ⇠1% of the measured cosmic-ray
electron spectrum. We thus conclude that secondaries contribute negligibly to the measured
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electron spectrum, especially at the highest measured energies. We note that the secondary
contribution to the total electron spectrum near Earth is likely to be even lower than predicted
by our GALPROP model – because we reside in a void (known as the local bubble), which
contains an average gas density more than an order of magnitude below the average value
for the galactic plane. Our GALPROP model, which is axisymmetric, does not model this
local feature, and thus overpredicts the local secondary electron and positron production
rate. This strong constraint on secondary production provides the first indication that a
significant flux of ⇠20 TeV primary electrons are produced in close proximity to the Solar
System.

Next, we calculate the contribution to the cosmic-ray electron spectrum from individual
nearby sources. In the top frame of Fig. 2, we plot the spectral shape (arbitrarily normalized)
of cosmic-ray electrons from a source located at distances between 200 and 1000 pc, for a
standard di↵usion coe�cient of D = 3.86⇥ 1028 (Ee/GeV)0.33 cm2/s. For the spectrum that
is injected from these sources, we have adopted a power-law form, dNe/dEe / E�↵, with an
index of ↵ = 2. It is clear from this figure that the observed spectrum requires the presence
of sources within approximately ⇠500 pc of the Solar System, at least for this choice of the
di↵usion coe�cient and spectral index.

In the lower frame of Fig. 2, we show the primary electron spectrum generated by a
source that is located only 200 pc from the Solar System, assuming a significantly lower
di↵usion coe�cient of D = 3.86 ⇥ 1026 (Ee/GeV)0.33 cm2/s, as advocated by the HAWC
Collaboration.3 These results indicate that, if the local ISM were described by such a low
di↵usion coe�cient, the nearest known high-energy sources would be unable to explain the
HESS electron flux above ⇠1-2 TeV, even if the source spectrum were as hard as ↵ = 1. This
is our primary argument explaining why cosmic-rays propagating throughout the bulk of the
local ISM cannot be as strongly confined as implied by HAWC’s observations of Geminga
and Monogem. These observed TeV halos must instead occupy unusual regions, distinct from
the majority of the local ISM.

Finally, we consider a simple but realistic distribution of cosmic-ray sources in order to
demonstrate that the observed electron spectrum can be easily understood within the context
of conventional di↵usion models, such as those long-favored by the boron-to-carbon ratio and
other measurements. We adopt a distribution of cosmic-ray sources that is described by a
Lorimer profile [54] with an exponential disk:

nsources / R2.35 exp(�R/1530 pc) exp(�|z|/300 pc). (2.4)

Here R and z describe the Galaxy in cylindrical coordinates. We also adopt an injected spec-
tral index of ↵ = 2 and a standard di↵usion coe�cient ofD = 3.86 ⇥ 1028 (Ee/GeV)0.33 cm2/s.
In Fig. 3, the black dashed line denotes the contribution from the portion of this source pop-
ulation that is located at more than 0.8 kpc from the Solar System, which we assume to be in
steady-state. From this figure, it is clear that such a population can account for the observed
cosmic-ray electron spectrum up to ⇠3 TeV. At higher energies, however, local sources must
play an important role.

With this in mind, we additionally show the contributions to the cosmic-ray electron
spectrum from the Geminga (dashed green) and Monogem (dot-dashed black) pulsars, adopt-
ing ages and distances for these sources of 370 and 110 kyr, and 250 and 280 pc, respectively.

3
Throughout, we have adopted a maximum injected energy of 1 PeV. Although most of our results are not

sensitive to this choice, the case in which ↵ = 1 (in the lower frame of Fig. 2) is an exception.
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Figure 2. The contribution to the cosmic-ray electron (plus positron) spectrum from individ-
ual nearby sources. In the top frame we plot the spectrum (arbitrarily normalized) of cosmic-
ray electrons from a source located at various distances for a standard di↵usion coe�cient of
D = 3.86 ⇥ 1028 (Ee/GeV)0.33 cm2/s and an injected spectral index of ↵ = 2. In the lower frame,
we plot the spectrum from a source 200 pc from the Solar System with a much lower di↵usion co-
e�cient in the range favored by HAWC for the regions surrounding the Geminga and Monogem,
D = 3.86 ⇥ 1026 (Ee/GeV)0.33 cm2/s. If the ISM were described by such a low di↵usion coe�cient,
this figure demonstrates that even very nearby sources could not account for the electron spectrum
observed above ⇠1-2 TeV. This is our main argument for why cosmic-ray confinement throughout
the bulk of the ISM cannot be as e�cient as has been observed by HAWC in the regions surrounding
Geminga and Monogem.

For these individual systems, we have assumed a time-dependent emission intensity that is
proportional to the spin-down power of the pulsar, Le / [1+ (t/⌧)]�2, where we have chosen
a spin-down timescale of ⌧ = 104 years [55]. In each case, we have normalized the emission
to 30% of the pulsars’ total spindown power and have adopted an injected spectral index of
↵ = 2. We note that the injected spectrum of ↵ = 2 is somewhat softer than the 1.5 < ↵ < 1.9
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Figure 3. The contribution to the cosmic-ray electron (plus positron) spectrum from all sources
more than 800 pc from the Solar System (dashed black), and from the Geminga (dashed green) and
Monogem (dot-dashed black) pulsars. Here we had adopted a distribution of sources with a scale
height of 300 pc, injected spectral indices of ↵ = 2, pulsar spindown timescales of ⌧ = 104 years, and
a di↵usion coe�cient of D = 3.86 ⇥ 1028 (Ee/GeV)0.33 cm2/s. This collection of sources can easily
account for the cosmic-ray electron spectrum as measured by HESS and other experiments, while
scenarios with a much lower di↵usion coe�cient cannot.

spectrum necessary to fit the gamma-ray emission spectrum observed by HAWC from these
sources [41]. However, this softened spectrum approximately takes into account the addi-
tional electron cooling which occurs within the TeV halo before these electrons escape into
the surrounding ISM. The sum of the contributions from these two sources and that from
the population of more distant sources can easily account for the spectrum that has been
reported by HESS and other experiments. In contrast, if we adopt a di↵usion coe�cient
that is ⇠100-500 times lower (as argued in Ref. [37]), it is not possible to account for the
cosmic-ray electron spectrum observed above ⇠1-2 TeV.

3 Discussion and Summary

Recent observations by the HAWC Collaboration of the very high-energy (VHE) gamma-ray
emission from the Geminga and Monogem pulsars indicate that cosmic rays di↵use very slowly
in the regions immediately surrounding these objects. The HAWC Collaboration has recently
interpreted these measurements as evidence for a very low di↵usion coe�cient throughout
the local interstellar medium (ISM) [37], approximately ⇠100-500 times smaller than the
value long-inferred from measurements of boron-to-carbon and other secondary-to-primary
ratios in the cosmic-ray spectrum. If this were the case, the positron excess as reported by
PAMELA [1] and AMS-02 [2] could not be accounted for by pulsars, motivating more exotic
explanations.

If the value of the local di↵usion coe�cient were as low as advocated by the HAWC
Collaboration, some exotic mechanism would be required in order to produce the observed
positron excess. In such a scenario, we point out that this mechanism, or a second exotic
mechanism, would also be required to produce the measured spectrum of VHE electrons.
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Such scenarios are very strongly constrained, however. For the case of annihilating dark
matter, for example, gamma-ray observations of dwarf spheroidal galaxies by the Fermi-
LAT Collaboration have already ruled out the vast majority of dark matter models that
are potentially capable of generating the observed positron excess [56–58]. Furthermore, the
rapid cooling times of ⇠20 TeV electrons require even more massive dark matter particles,
with significantly higher annihilation rates. Gamma-ray constraints thus extremely strongly
disfavor dark matter interpretations of the VHE cosmic-ray electron spectrum.

In this paper, we have argued that another interpretation of this data is much more likely.
In particular, we have demonstrated that the cosmic-ray electron spectrum as measured by
several experiments including HESS [46] is incompatible with scenarios in which transport
through the ISM is described by a di↵usion coe�cient that is as low as suggested by the
HAWC Collaboration [37]. More specifically, with such e�cient cosmic-ray confinement, the
highest energy electrons currently observed by HESS (⇠20 TeV) would only travel ⇠10-20 pc
before losing their energy. Given that no plausible sources of VHE cosmic rays exist within
this radius, one must conclude that transport throughout the bulk of the ISM is described
by a substantially larger di↵usion coe�cient.

HAWC’s observations inform us as to the di↵usion coe�cient within approximately ⇠25
pc around Geminga and Monogem, but provide no direct information about di↵usion in the
remaining bulk of the ISM. We argue here that it is very likely that the conditions that dictate
cosmic-ray di↵usion around Geminga and B0656+14 are very di↵erent from those found
elsewhere in the ISM – that is, we argue that the di↵usion coe�cient throguhout the galaxy
is inhomogeneous. Recently, similar conclusions have been reached by two outside groups,
who additionally produce quantitative models that divide the galactic di↵usion constant into
two regions. Among other results, these models empirically show that positrons may escape
from low-di↵usion regions near the Geminga TeV halo and subsequently propagate e�ciently
towards Earth, providing an explanation for the high-energy positron excess [59, 60].

Intriguingly, previous work has suggested that cosmic-ray gradients can produce regions
of inhibited di↵usion near supernova remnants on much smaller distance scales [61–66]. Very
recently, it has been proposed that an analogous mechanism may be active in regions near
young pulsars [67]. Studies of supernova remnants also indicate that local di↵usion constants
may be highly anisotropic, which may significantly impact the calculated di↵usion coe�cients
in this region [68]. However, HAWC observations of the Geminga TeV halo indicate that
it is approximately spherically symmetric, reducing the need for an anisotropic di↵usion
tensor [37]. Regardless of the mechanism that produces the inhibited di↵usion, it is clear that
the complex magnetic field structure necessary to contain charged cosmic-rays within TeV
halos may provide significant clues regarding the structure of the interstellar medium [69].
Further studies are necessary to understand the formation and evolution of magnetic fields
near energetic leptonic sources.

Here, we only note that empircal studies of galactic cosmic-ray propagation can place
constraints on the extent of these cosmic-ray confinement regions. If all, or most, young
and middle-aged pulsars are surrounded by a region with e�cient cosmic-ray confinement
(D ⌧ DISM), the volume of such regions must be fairly small in order to avoid conflicting
with measurements of boron-to-carbon and other secondary-to-primary ratios. In particular,
if such regions have a typical radius of rregion, then they will collectively occupy roughly the
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following fraction of the volume of the Milky Way’s disk: [41]

f ⇠
Nregion ⇥ 4⇡

3 r3region
⇡R2

MW ⇥ 2zMW
(3.1)
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✓
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30 pc
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◆2✓200 pc

zMW

◆
,

where ṄSN is the rate at which new pulsars appear in the Galaxy, ⌧region is the length of time
that such regions persist, and Nregion = ṄSN ⇥ ⌧region is the number of such regions present
at a given time. The quantities RMW and zMW denote the radius and half-width of the
Galaxy’s cylindrical disk. For such a small fraction of the total volume of the ISM, we expect
such regions to have little impact on the observed secondary-to-primary ratios. In contrast,
if most of such regions were as large as rregion ⇠ 150 pc or greater, they would collectively
occupy most of the ISM and dramatically impact cosmic-ray transport throughout the Milky
Way.

Lastly, we would like to emphasize that we are not arguing in this paper that the
di↵usion coe�cient is entirely uniform or homogeneous throughout the Milky Way’s ISM.
Some variation is, of course, almost certain to exist. It has even been shown that the
measured spectra of cosmic-ray protons, antiprotons and helium nuclei prefer somewhat
di↵erent propagation parameters than those which provide the best-fit to the observed ratios
of heavier nuclei (Be, B, C, N, O). This suggests that di↵erent cosmic-ray species may be
probing di↵erent regions of the ISM, with di↵erent physical characteristics [70]. Additionally,
it is possible that the di↵usion coe�cient is anisotropic, especially near sources [68]. In
this case, the di↵usion coe�cients quoted throughout this work are simply the best-fitting
spherical approximation to a more complex di↵usion tensor. These di↵erences, however, are
much more modest than those being argued for in Ref. [37], typically a↵ecting cosmic-ray
confinement by tens of percents rather than factors of ⇠100-500. The fact that the spectrum
of each of these cosmic-ray species favors similar (if not identical) di↵usion parameters to
those shown here to be favored by the cosmic-ray electron spectrum provides considerable
evidence for approximately homogeneous di↵usion throughout the bulk of the Milky Way’s
ISM.

In Summary, the observations by HAWC and Milagro have revealed that the pulsars
Geminga and Monogem are surrounded by regions in which cosmic-ray confinement is ex-
tremely e�cient, featuring di↵usion coe�cients that are hundreds of times smaller than those
determined by boron-to-carbon and other cosmic-ray secondary-to-primary ratios. Here we
have argued, however, that these regions must be of quite limited size, and that di↵usion
must be significantly more e↵ective throughout the majority of the local ISM. In particular,
we show that the VHE electron spectrum can only be explained (without the presence of
extremely nearby sources, d <⇠ 20 pc) if the local di↵usion coe�cient is more similar to the
value long-inferred from boron-to-carbon and other cosmic ray measurements than to that
recently advocated for by the HAWC Collaboration.
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